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the tool was useful for my initial testing for an
upgrade to sql prompt 6. it was useful for
checking the structure of a database. it was
very easy to use and i was happy that i was able
to check my databases the same way i do now
with sql developer. i have other clients using sql
prompt in different parts of their organizations.
we use it in our own products, our clients use it
to bring order to their own data environments,
and sql promts is a product i think everyone
should use. this works because we are making
the applications for their own purpose on behalf
of the client, not microsoft. sql prompt for
microsoft is a tool that needs to be user friendly.
this is why we needed to create an actual
application. the new tool is called sql prompt for
microsoft and it offers new features and
functionality not found in other sql prompts that
are not microsoft sql prompts. in addition to the
automated "sql format" feature, you can use the
code formatting option from the main menu.
simply choose format sql and the character
spacing of your code is shown in the editor
window. another very useful feature is code
completion. simply select an element from the
list and press the down arrow to see the
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suggestions. for example, you can see what the
default values are for the code on the left.
opening a sql file in a sql prompt editor window
will automatically update the formatting to
match the preferences defined in the
'formatting style' box. note that this settings
may not be set for all of the sql files in your
project. to customize the formatting across all
files in the project, simply apply it to the active
editor window.
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by using the sql data compare command-line
interface (cli) you can also: generate a unified

diff between two databases. generate a
spreadsheet or pivot table from the diff.

generate a diff for multiple databases and files.
generate a link to the diff file that you can share
online. compare the diff file with the files from
your sql scripts. visualize the diff. with redgate
data compare 14 you can easily compare sql

scripts and sql results, without needing to
understand the details of both sides. you can

compare all the available sql scripts and results
in a single window, regardless of their

complexity. this is made possible by the
modular architecture of sql data compare,

whereby it supports the subset of sql scripts
required to compare against sql results in the

same manner. sql scripts and results are: tables,
views, functions, parameters, triggers,

constraints, sequences, procedures, and stored
procedures. you can use this feature to check if

a sql script contains unwanted changes or
results in undefined results. you can also check
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the difference between the execution plans of
sql scripts. finally, you can compare the results
of sql scripts with all the choices that you have
in redgate sql manager. for sparse mode, the
comparison is equivalent to comparing a sql
script against a stored procedure or stored

function. in this case, no tab is displayed, and
the cursor is placed at the first difference

between a pair of files. 5ec8ef588b
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